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Fast determination of haloacetic acids in drinking water
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As a result of current government proposals and developments, haloacetic
acids (HAA) are in the focus of modern water analysis. The established
methods use gas chromatography with electron capture detection (GC-ECD)
or mass spectrometry (GC-MS). However, the drawback of these methods
is the need for time-consuming derivatization and multiple extraction steps.
Can the analysis be simplified? Can sensitive and rapid detection be achieved
without sample pretreatment? In this paper, these questions are answered
based on current developments in IC-MS/MS.
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Discussion
Right2Water
In response to the “Right2Water” initiative, supported by 1.6 million
Europeans, the European Commission proposed a revision of the Drinking
Water Directive in January 2018.1 The obligatory and extended list of criteria
contains 18 new or revised entries, including chlorate and HAAs.2
Organic molecules present in the feedwater of drinking water production, as
well as naturally occurring or anthropogenic bromide and iodide, react with
chlorine-containing disinfectants to form halogenated intermediates from
which the HAAs originate as by-products.
However, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services3, as well as
other authors4-7, evaluated the available scientific data as being insufficient to
establish a safe link between human cancer and individual HAA, subclasses
and the class of HAAs. Other studies on by-products of water disinfection
indicate a potential cancer risk from chlorinated water and underline the
relevance of animal cancer studies for humans.3

Accordingly, the Annex to the EU proposal lists nine
representative HAAs (9HAA) whose total content may
not exceed 80 μg/L: monochloro (MCAA), dichloro
(DCAA) and trichloroacetic acid (TCAA), mono- (MBAA)
and dibromoacetic acid (DBAA), bromochloroacetic acid
(BCAA), bromodichloroacetic acid (BDCAA), dibromochloroacetic acid (DBCAA), and tribromoacetic acid
(TBAA).

Analytics
Common gas chromatographic methods are based on
liquid-liquid extraction and derivatization of HAAs either
with diazomethane8 or with methanol9 in conjunction
with electron capture detectors or mass spectrometers.
These methods verify five of the nine proposed HAAs.
They are labor-intensive and time-consuming. Also,
diazomethane can only be used in Sweden with the
permission of the proper authority because of its listing
as a carcinogenic air pollutant in the workplace.10
Consequently, there is an increasing interest in simplified
analytical methods for the determination of 9HAA. The
low pKa values of HAAs11 suggest the use of anion
exchange chromatography.

IC-MS/MS
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Currently, only one validated EPA method based
on IC describes the separation of 9HAA in drinking
water.12 To minimize unwanted sensitivity losses in MS
(ion suppression), the authors describe mandatory
requirements for the chromatographic separation: The
target components must be separated from the common
anions in the drinking water, the samples must be directly
injected. Filtration and sample pretreatment by solid
phase extraction are not permitted. The effluent of the
chromatographic system needs to be low conductive,
and the EPA method specifies a value of less than
2.5 μS/cm. The separation is accomplished using a
polymeric, high-capacity separation phase (Thermo
Scientific™ Dionex™ IonPac™ AS24). Before conductivity
and MS-detection, a continuously electrolytically
regenerated suppressor (Thermo Scientific™ Dionex™
ASRS™) is used, converting the eluent (KOH) into water
and the eluting anions into their corresponding acids,
thus improving the sensitivity and selectivity of both
detectors. Applying these experimental conditions the
trace determination of 9HAAs is facilitated even in the
presence of high concentrations of the main anions
like 320 mg/L chloride, 250 mg/L sulfate, 150 mg/L
bicarbonate, and 20 mg/L nitrate (LSSM)12. The cycle
time of the described EPA method is 56 min.

Optimizations
The economics of a modern analysis laboratory can be
improved by reducing the time required to determine a
sample. Faster chromatography can be achieved, for
example, by changing the column properties. With this
in mind, the Thermo Scientific™ Dionex™ IonPac™ AS31
column was developed. On this column, the separation
of the 9HAA with an electrolytically generated hydroxide
gradient is achieved in less than 35 min. This results in
a time savings of more than 30% (Figure 2).13 Under
these conditions, the main components chloride,
sulfate, and bicarbonate/carbonate elute from the
Dionex IonPac AS31 column in one peak without
impairing the resolution of the HAAs. Figure 2
shows only the conductivity detection. The use of a
continuously electrolytically regenerated suppressor is
a prerequisite for the continuous desalination of the
highly alkaline eluent, allowing connection of the
IC to MS detectors. At the same time, the device
configuration is clearly defined, and the traceability of
the analytical measurement is ensured. Modern ion
chromatographs, therefore, have automatic logging
of the consumables used in the device, so that
configuration information can readily be extracted
at any time from the analytical raw data.14,15 Figure 3
shows the detection of 9HAAs, 2,2-dichloropropionic
acid (dalapon), and bromate in the targeted selected
ion monitoring mode of the mass spectrometer. The
quantities added to the drinking water matrix (LSSM,
see Reference 12) were 4 μg/L, each. The determination
of such trace levels and below is possible. The grayed
segments in the figure represent the retention time
windows during which the main components elute, and
the chromatographic effluent is diverted to waste via the
switching valve shown in Figure 1. This matrix diversion
facilitates the trace determination of HAAs by further
reducing potential ion suppression effects in the MS.
Various methods for the liquid chromatographic analysis
of 9HAAs are found in the literature. Some selected
examples describe HILIC MS/MS16 or IC-MS/MS with
KOH/K 2CO3 eluents in conjunction with discontinuously
regenerated packed bed suppressors,17 RP-MS/MS,18
or IC-HRMS in conjunction with SPE19. In most of these
articles, obligatory demands of the validated EPAmethod for the determination of 9HAAs are not met.
As long as no validated ISO methods are available for
the analysis of 9HAAs with IC/LC, it is suggested to
follow the EPA evaluation procedure and prerequisites
when testing any newly developed method.12

Figure 1. Schematic representation of IC-MS/MS to separate 9HAA
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Figure 2. Comparison of chromatographic selectivities. Instrument: Thermo Scientific™ Dionex™ ICS-6000. Columns and conditions: see
illustration. Detection: Suppressed Conductivity (Thermo Scientific™ Dionex™ ADRS Anion Dynamically Regenerated Suppressor)

Figure 3. Separation and detection of the 9HAA, bromate and dalapon, 4 μg/L (each) in drinking
water (LSSM, s. [12]). Dionex ICS-6000 system with Dionex IonPac AS31 column (15 ˚C), KOH gradient
(Eluent Generator), 0.3 mL/min, 100 μL injection, Conductivity detection (Dionex ADRS). MS detection:
Thermo Scientific™ Q Exactive™ HF-X Hybrid Quadrupole-Orbitrap™ mass spectrometer, Targeted SIM XIC.
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Summary
IC can be used to directly determine the 9HAAs and
bromate, chlorate and dalapone as listed in the EU
proposal without sample preparation. Mass spectrometry
detection provides the sensitivity and selectivity required
to achieve reliable analytical results. In conjunction
with "Reagent-Free IC" (RFIC), i.e., IC without manual
preparation of eluents or regenerants, a high degree of
automation is achieved, which yields high reproducibility
of the separations and minimal labor in the laboratory.
The use of a new stationary phase (Dionex IonPac AS31)
reduces the run times by more than 39% in comparison
to EPA Method 557, and all the key requirements for
analytical validation as in EPA Method 557 are met. The
method described in EPA Method 557 should be used as
a reference for the evaluation of new methods.
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